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Abstract
Parental involvement is afl aspect of education that will never go away. It is not a
new concept, but continually remains a critical component of student success and

achievement. There are many barriers to parental involvement and ultimately student
success. Neither parents nor educators can do it alone. The goal of student success and
achievement needs to be a collaborative effort from both sides.

As a teacher of students with Emotional and/or Behavioral Disorders, developing
a solid relationship with parents is crucial. In this study, parents of four students in an

E/BD program were interviewed to explore their perspectives on their child's education.
The goal was to understand how to develop a neighbor-like environment where educators
and parents can speak openly and honestly, thus increasing parental involvement and

ultimately student success.
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Abs!.raEL

Parental involvement is an aspect of education that will never go away. It is not a
new concept, but continually remains a critical component of student success and

achievement. There are many barriers to parental involvement and ultimately student
success. Neither parents nor educators can do it alone. The goal of student success and
achievement needs to be a collahorative effort from both sides.

As a teacher of students with Emotional and/or Behavioral Disorders, developing
a solid relationship with parents is crucial. In this study, parents of four students in an

E/BD program were interviewed to explore their perspectives on their child's education.
The goal was to understand how to develop a neighbor-like environrnent where educators
and parents can speak openly and honestly, thus increasing parental involvement and

ultimately student success.
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Chapter I

Introduction
General Background

Parents are a child's fi.rst teacher.

It is where they learn to get along,

Iove, to fo1low directions, and how to treat others before they ever enter a

formal school setting. It is the groundwork laid by parents that gives the
social tools to their children to help them learn to cope in life so that, when

they get to school, teachers can now focus on the academic tools to help them
succeed

in life. This foundation of social skills and values are crucial for

academic achievement to take place. When this doesn't occur because of
environm.ent or biological reasons, academic and social gains are more

difficult to achieve. Therefore, working with parents who have children in an
Emotional and/or Behavioral Disability (EIBD) setting is a crucial part of my
job and something I care deeply about.

I teach in an E/BD program that services children kindergarten to 5th
grade both girls and boys of different settings (federal setting

I-III)

and a

variety of lahels. When I first began thinking about this parent-child
relationship, that I felt was so crucial, I started out being very judgmental. I
thought to myself, "Why don't the parents get their act together? Why don't
they have consequences for their children? How can they think this hehavior
is normal? If they only modeled healthv behavior their children wouldn'b act

I

like this." But then I interviewed these parents, and started to empathize

with them as I stepped out of my life and into theirs.
Parent involvement, or lack there of, in education is an issue I deal

with indirectly and directly on a daily basis. Parent involvement is the single
most important factor in determining the success of a student in their
academic career and later in

life. The relationship between parent and child

is one of the most important relationships in this

life. It

sets the stage for

every other relationship any of us will face. Children require so much time
and energ'y. They need love, nourishment, boundaries, consequences, to be

taught the difference between right and wrong, play time, and quality time.
They need consistency as a child. They need to know they are loved in their
own special uray. Sometimes

it is overwhelming

to know what to do as a

parent.
As an educator, rt is important to work along side parents and to
foster a good relationship between school and home, and to provide
encouragement to parents whose children are struggling with school and peer

relationships. Teachers and government cannot take the place of parents. I
want, in the community in which I work, to make a difference one family at a

time. I have seen families split up, raging children acting out towards their
families and others, and hurt or angry parents come through m.y classroom
doors. A better understanding of what challenges families face will hopefully
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assist educators in knowing how to make the school experience a great and
successful one for aII children.

A parent is the primary and most important teacher in a child's life.

What is modeled. to us as children is so crucial to how we think and respond
as we grow

up. By interviewing the parents on my caseload I hope to better

understand their beliefs and life experiences so that we can build a stronger

relationship for the good of their child's academic and life success.
Purpose of this studv

The goal of this study is to explore these important and timeless

questions: If parental ilvolvement is so vital what can educators do to bridge
the discord between home and school? How can we put aside formal talk and
get to the heart of the matter? How can we (parents and teachers) become

more like good neighbors chatting over the fence? I want to investigate this

relationship as I pursue the profession of educating students with Emotional

an#or Behavioral Disorders.
By interviewing four different parents of elementary age students
labeled in an E/BD program, the research

will explore parent's perspectives

on their child's education in the hope of developing and achieving a neighbor-

like environment, where educators and parents can speak openly and
honestly, thus increasi.tg parental involvement, and ultimately, student
SlICCESS.

J

Chapter

II

Literature Review
The literature review

will examine four aspects of parental

involvementl how parent involvement is defined, current issues, the barriers
to parental involvement and implications for educators, and the history of
special education as

it pertains to the rise of parent involvement-

What is parent involvement?
Perception of parent involvement is different depending upon whom
you ask.

It can be defi.ned in terms

of helping

with a bake sale to heing

involved in a Parent Teacher Associ.ation (PTlr) to sitting at home with your

child doing homework. There are many levels of volunteering. Some may

interpret parent involvement as attendance at school activities while others
help children with their homework. One author maintains that having high
expectations for their child's effort and behavior is the best way to be

involved. The author further asserts that too frequently, parents define
involvement as those activities that are easiest to measure (Christie, 2005).

What teachers need to

d.o

on an individual basis and collectively at

their school is to define what they

see

parental involvement to mean, and

then gtve concrete examples of some ideas that parents can do at home. Sara
Lawrence-Lightfoot (eO0g), a Professor of Education at Harvard University
and the author of T_e nssential

Conver

argues:
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Researchers who have studied the types and levels of parental

participation and their impact on achievement patterns of
children make a distinction between the proximal and distal
engagement of parents in school. They fi.nd, for example, that

children are likely to do better in school when parents are

vigilant in helping their children with homework, when they are
conversant with the classroom curriculum, and when they

regularly communicate with the teacher about the child's
experience in school. Likewise, learning

will not necessarily

be

enhanced for students whose parents primarily focus their

efforts on institutional maintenance, or those aspects of school

life that do not engage the teacher or the chitd directly (p.232).
As both authors point out, defining parent involvement can be a wide

assortment of activities- However, both lament

it is the more "distal"

activities parents tend to gravitate toward rather than doing the more direct
homework helping and expectation setting approach.
Current Issues in

t Involvement

Research shows that positive parental involvement increases the
chances of a student's success in his or her academic career.

The role of parent involvement has been increasingly
emphasized as an important factor for both the academic growth
of children and the competitive future of the

llnited States..,the
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basis for this widespread support is a plethora of research data

showing the impact of increased parental involvement on

student achievement (Shepard, 1999, p.17).
Another study shows that, "A1though studies over the last 30 years

identify a strong link between parent involvement in school and increased
student achievement, enhanced selfesteem, improved behavior, and better
school attendance, family involvement in the Il.S. schools remains minimal"

(Mapp, \997, p.

36). Further research

suggests both students and schools

benefit and outperform those who have tittle parent involvement.
According to recent research the primary factor for children's
educational success or failure is parent interest and support.
Well-implemented school-community practices yield positive

results for the students...many positive benefits from increased
parent involvement also exist for the school. Those schools that
favor the involvement of parents outperform schools with little

parent involvement (Pena, 2001, p.42).
Over the past century we have seen great changes in the structure of

family life. Whether it is a divorced family, single parenting, or a dual
working household with litt1e time for their children, or just plain lack of
parental involvement by choice, children have heen lowered on the list of

priorities. "Instead of supporting

good study habits, parents are furnishing

children with video games and computer games, as well as personal
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television sets with access to all channels. The bottom line is that values not

instilled at home will not miraculously emerge at school" (Omdahl, 2003,
p.6). Instilling these values takes a lot of time and energy, which, it

seerns,

parents have less and less of.
Recent legislation in No Child Left Behind (t{CLg) calls for parental

involvement. This law, among other things, recognizes that there is a need
for parent involvement and that this need is not being met. Paulson

(2OOS)

states:
To improve this unhappy state of affairs, the sweeping2002IrIo Child

Left Behind Act has for the first time put in place laws intended to
foster parent involvement. The mandates included in the federal act
range from better communication on such things as test scores and
parents' options to requirements that schools develop a "school-parent"
contract and a plan to involve parents (p.12).

Although I*ICLB attempts to generate parent involvement it also places more
demands on schools. Accountability is crucial in educating and raising a

child, however, more attention needs to be given to the parent's participation
and accountability instead of blaming schools for lack of student
achievement. Teachers have 20 or more students for approximately 30 hours
per week, whereas, parents have far less than 20 children and have them for
138 hours per week. Follow through at home

with homework or expectations

are critical to maintain the academic and social information given during the
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short time students are at school. Lack of parent involvement seems to
worsen as children gTow into adolescence. "Parent participation certainly
recedes as children grow older. Some studies show a precipitous decline in

parental involvement during teenage years by as much as 50 percent, for
example, between grades six and nine" (Law*ence-Lightfoot, 2003, p- 22d.

Blaming schools and blaming parents is not the answer to helping struggling
students. The solution can only be found when an honest, trustworthy and
safe relationship is forged between parents and schools.

The importance of parental involvement is an aspect of education that

will never go away. It is not a new

concept, but continually remains a critical

component of student success and achievement. One experienced educator

writes, "As a veteran teacher, I learned some hard-earned lessons. But none
was more important than

this:

The better

I got to know a student's parents,

the better teacher I became" (Weaver, 2005, p.7).
The Barriers to Parental Involvement
Research indicates that there are several barriers to parental

involvement- Some of those barriers includei a systemic issue of economic
insecurity, time constraints, Iack of communication, and parents own school
experience.
The first barrier of economic insecurity is a larger overarching barrier.

In Sylvia Ann Hewlet and Cornel West's book, The War Asainst Parents
(tgg8), they argue that it is a difficult time to raise children and that the
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cards are stacked against parents at many levels. The authors point out that

there are three main systemic issues that make

it difficult

to he involved in a

positive way in children's lives. Those three barriers arel a hostile media in
which parents are portrayed as non-existent or idiotic, poor government
policies such as tax codes that do not uphold family life, and unfettered
corporate greed that slashes wages and lengthens work hours for many

parents.
The second barrier to parent involvement is time constraints. This

barrier is closely related to the systemic barriers mentioned above. The
dynamics of a family have changed dramatically over the decades. Many

families either have both parents working full-time or are single-parent
homes. This leaves parents with little time to attend meetings or help
children with homework. "Often, parents work at physically demanding jobs,

with mothers expected to take care of child-care responsibilities
school'related issues... Other parents work nights, making

as well as

it impossible

to

attend evening programs and difficult to appear at daytime meetings that

interfere with family obligations and sleep (Finders, 1gg4, p. b1).
A third barrier is lack of communication. Communication is the
bedrock for developing relationships with parents or any other relationship.

Baker (fggg) points out:

Although different partnership models have been developed,
they tend to share several key features, notably two:

I

communication and the exchange of information between

parents and teachers. It is believed that, through ongoing
communication, parents and teachers will be well informed
about each other's activities and, therefore, be able to enhance
and support each other's efforts (p.36?).
Lack of communication could mean several things.

It may

have a different perspective than teachers or mayhe
language

mean parents

it is a cultural an#or

barrier. "Whether it is for social, cultural, linguistic, or economic

reasons, these parents' voices are rarely heard at school. Perhaps, as
educators, 'we too readily cate gortze them as 'those other parents' and fail to

hear the concern that permeates such conversations" (Finders, 1994, p. 52).
Whatever the case may be teachers need to strive to see things from the
parent's perspective and try to come together to form a common

understanding of communication. Delores C. Pena also writes that there
could be multiple factors hindering families to be involved. She expresses

that parents may perceive there is little opportunity for involvementi the
school's climate towards parents is negative, and too much educational

jargon. She also further talks about systemic issues or socioeconomic issues
of lack of transportation, childcare barriers, language barriers, and parent's

own negative school experiences (ZO0f).
The fourth barrier, that is sometimes difficult to know exists, is the

barrier of a parent's own bad experience in school that can carry over into
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their child's life if \ re are not aware of this. Research has shown that when
parents have had. negative encounters as a youngster in school they tend to
have images that are often replayed for them as an adult dealing with their

child's teacher. This can be shown in an excerpt from The Essential
Conversation:

Every time parents and teachers encounter one another in the
classroom, their conversations are shaped hy their own

autobiographical stories and by the broader cultural and

historical narratives that inform their identities, their values,
and their sense of place in the world. These autohiographical

stories--often unconscious replays of childhood experiences in
families and in school-are powerful forces in defining the

quality and trajectory of parent'teacher dialogues...The parents
come to the meeting, sit facing the teacher in the chairs

that

their children inhahit each duy, and begin to feel the same way
they felt when they were students-small and powerless (Sara
Lawrence- Lightfoot, 2003, p. 3-a).
Another report said:

Parents'previous school experiences may be an important

factor. Parents' own successful school experiences may
predispose them to feel confident and competent when

communicating with school personnel. In addition, parents with
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negative school experiences view their children's school
experiences more negatively, which could influence their

involvement choices (Anderson, K.J and Minke, K. M., 2007,
p.B11).

All of these barriers and more are critical for educators to think about
when they are encountering their student's parents. If we speak
carelessly

it can easily

lead to misunderstanding further building

barriers. However, when we navigate these encounters cautiously and
empathetically we are able to tear down some of the barriers in this
crucial relationship in hope that we can speak openly and honestly,

thus increasing parental involvement and student success.
Imp licatio ns for E d-ucators

There is a precarious gray area when dealing with relationships,
especially that of a parent and a teacher. The gray area is often an area that

is not clearly defined or spoken of in education circles. Educators must be
aware of this delicate and sometimes emotional area when dealing with

parents. To overcome some of these barriers, educators need to strive to
build better relationships. How can we build a bridge or have a relationship

like two neighbors chatting over the back fence

so

that parental involvement

can be increased?

"Discussions about family involvement often center on what families

lack and how educators

can"

best teach parents to support instructional
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agendas at home. To revise this limited model for interaction between home

and school, we must look outside of the institutional perspective" (Finders,
1994, p. 50). As this quote implies, we need to start thinking outside of the
box or outside the "institutional perspective". The need for collaboration

between home and school is an imperative component of education that wilt
never disappear or become unimportant. Therefore, we as educators and

parents need to seriously start creatively putting our minds together on how
to improve this vital relationship.

Unfortunately, this is the one area of education that teachers are not
extensively trained in while getting their degree and teaching license. Many
teachers speak of the ilI preparation they feel when

it comes

to building and

maintaining parent relationships. It is an area that can bring great
opportunities or serious detriments. It is a vulnerable atea that educators
need to better equip for (Lawrence-Lightfoot, 2003). There is no one "cookie-

cutter" approach that will solve this ongoing issue for educators everywhere.

It is imperative to remember that,

"No two families are alike...each family

has a unique set of needs, wants, capabilities, and dreams for their childrenSome children Iive

in traditional, two'parent households. Others live in non-

traditional families with single parents, or i:r foster, adoptive, or blended
families and culture plays a unique role in the interpretation of what
constitutes a family" (Mr*"ott,

?,OA2. p.67).
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Rochelle Nichols'solomon (2001) lays out five suggestions for creating
an environment where parents are involved:

1. Listen.

2. Support

teacher leadership. Schools, which have collaborative

leadership, are more willing to partner with parents and other
outside groups.

3. Invite parents to work with teachers

and others to develop or refine

clear and coherent educational goals.

4. Focus on curriculum

and instruction. With a curriculum that is

student-centered, parents, teachers, and students are natural
alIies.

5. Acknowledge differences

and conflicts. IJse resources outside the

school in order to help navigate the difficult terrain of race, culture,

and class.
The need for developing a "neighbor-Iike chatting" atmosphere will never
cease. Cuniculum changes, the pendulum in education is always swinging

from one philosophy to the next but one thing always remains the samel
parents are crucial to the success of their child's academic career. "A child's
education begins at home, not in the classroom, and certainly the home's

powerful influence does not end when school begins... Parents get

it. But

what many parents don't always get is how they can help their child succeed

in school" (Weaver, 2005, p.7). This is where educators need to bridge the
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gap. This is where effective communication and understanding of a parent's
past experience is crucial. As Berger (tggl) reflects about parent teacher
collaboration, he makes the point that

responsibility, Children's

it cannot be just one or the other's

success depends upon hoth parents and teachers

joining together to accomplish a huge task of providing quality education for

their students. We must move from knowing that parental involvement is
important, to doing it as parents and facilitating/encouraging it as educators.
fr,ise of Parent Involvement

in Special Education

Throughout the history of special education there have been
many changes related to the parent's role. According to the
Encyclopedia of Education (2009), physicians and clergy began trying

to cure individuals with disabilities starting as early as the 1800's.
People

with disabilities were often put in jails or almshouses and

treated very poorly. The book "The History of Special Education From

Isolation to Integration" by Margret A. Winzer (1993) delves into the
rise of parent's involvement in special education. She too notes that
from the beginning of documentation of exceptional children, the

treatment was horrible and unethical. "Conspicuously abnormal
persons were surrounded by superstition, myth, and

fatalism...individuals seen as different were destroyed, exorcised,
ignored, exiled, exploited..."(p.8). She goes on to note that:
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Although schools have been an integral part of society for
centuries, probably emerging with the first literate city states of
Mesopotamia, the ethical imperative to provide universal

education for all children is a relatively recent
phenomenon...Indeed, until fairly recently in recorded history,

children were not even considered legally to be persons: they
had no rights and \il/ere usually considered the property of their

parents (pS*.7-8).
Parents with children who had behavior concerns were a subgroup in the movement of special education:

Even though a specific classification for emotional disturbance
(behavior d.isorders) remained unnamed until about 1910, a
confusing array of terms for the various problems emerged.
Children were labeled as neglected, vagrant, delinquent, or

truant, or as a part of that category of matchless elasticityincorrigible (Wiruzet, 1993, p. Saa).

A series of events during this century led people in society to rnove from
government nonintervention to enlargrng it's right to intervenei

Child rescuers were confi.dent of the rightness of their

o!tr,n

values and unflinchingly asserted the combined power of the
state and the reformer over the individual child and parent.
They articulated the concept af parens patriae, the duty of
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government to involve itself in the lives of all children who

might become a community crime prohlem...reformers saw their
mission chiefly as one of removing the chitd from the pernicious

environment. In order to provide an education 'which cultivates
the heart and the moral nature, which inculcates truthfulness
and noblest instincts of humaniby...it may, and often will, be
necessary to remove the child from the parents (Winzer, 1993, p.
345).

Eventually this government intervention was challenged by
parents and overturned:

An 1870 decision of the Illinois Supreme Court, which ordered
Daniel O'Connell, committed to the Chicago Reform School

without ever being convicted of any crime, released to his father,
on the grounds that the parent had a natural right to the child

that was abrogated only if gross misconduct or almost total
unfitness of the parents was proved (Winzer, 1gg3, p. 846).
Formalized practices, procedures, and new professions began
developing and growing as there was a need for appropriate services

for children with behavior concerns. The course of special education
continued to change and evolve.

In the 30's and 40's parents were beginning to get involverl formally

with their child's education within the special education realm.

TWo major
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parent advocacy groups were formed later: the ltational Association for
Retard Citizens GRC) in fgnO and the Association for Children with

Learning Disabilities in 1963 (Gutherie, 2003, p. 2280).
Propelling the evolution of special education was The Civil Rights
Movement along with the continuing push of parents whose children had

disabilities. Both paved the way and became prime movers in the struggle to
improve education for their children until the federal government took action:

In

1975 the legal action begun under the Kennedy and Johnson

administrations resulted in trAHCA [Education for A11
Handicapped Children Act], which was signed by President
Gerald Ford...it required all school districts to provide free and
appropriate education to all of their students with disabilities.

In return for federal funding, each state was to ensure that
students with disabilities received non-discriminatory testing,
evaluation, and placementi the right to due process, education in
the least restrictive environmenti and a free appropriate and
appropriate public education (FAPE). To ensure FAPE, the }aw
mandated that each student receiving special education receive
an Individualized Education Program (IEP)... The ItrP was
designed to ensure that aII students with disabilities received

educational programs specific to their "unique" needs (Guthrie,
2003, p. 2280 -2281).

1B

In

1971 a suit was fiIed by Pennsylvania Association for Retard

Children (panC) that resulted in all children with disabilities ages six
through twenty-one were to be provided free puhlic education in the least
restrictive alternative which would later become the Least Restrictive
Environment (Encyclopedia of Education, 2003, p.2280).
Today there are many parent advocacy groups. One of the leaders in

parent advocacy in Minnesota is PACER, which was founded in 1977.
"PACER is primarily staffed by parents of children with disabilities dedicated

to educating other parents and improving the lives of children with
dis ab

ilitie s throu ghout Minne

sot

a"(***. p **e r. o_*-S)

.

The course of special education has changed dramatically from

its inception until recent days. The year 1975 marks a major turning
point for the education of students with disabilities to be federally
mandated and controlled. The EAHCA or Public Law 94'L421ater was
named Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEAJ

in

1990 and

has been amended many times since its beg,innings. This law

wili most

Iikely evolve in the future as we continuously develop as a profession

in servicing students with disabilities.
Though parent involvement is defi.ned differently depending
upon whom you ask, issues and challenges remain the same. Without

parent involvement, student success will be hindered. Special
education has led the way in looking at issues that parents face such
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as

hiolo$cal and environmental challenges

so

that academic and social

gains can be achieved.
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Chapter

III

Methodology
Qu

a

Ii t a tive B,e g_e arc h

The purpose of this study is to identifi, and create effective steps in

forging the "neighbor chatting over the fence" relationship hetween home and
schools. My goal is to develop an atmosphere of mutual understanding, trust,
openness and safety for both sides to share how they believe the student

could best be empowered to learn and be successful in school. To better

understand parent's beliefs and ideas, a qualitative method of interviewing
was used.

Qualitative Research uses narrative, descriptive approaches to
data collection to understand the way things are and what

it

means from the perspective of the research participants.

Qualitative approaches might include, for example, conducting
face-to-face interviews, making observations, and recording

interactions on videotape (Mills, 2008, p.4).
The qualitative method was used primarily due to the fact that this
was an action research study. "Action research is any systematic

inquiry conducted by teacher researchers, principals, school
counselors, or other stakeholders in the teaching/learning environment

to gather information about how their particular schools operate, hou.
they teach, and how well their students learn" (MiIIs, 2008, p.b). This

2l

study does not intend to apply its findiogs to the general publici rather

it

seeks to find perspectives and understandings on a very small and

specific group of parents.
School Setting

The families interviewed in this study live in a suburban area of a
large Midwest City. Their children attend a public school district with a
student population of 423. Of those 423,392 are white non-Hispanic, nine
are black non-Hispanic, nine are Hispanic, 10 are Asian/Pacific Islander, and

three are American Indian/Alaskan. This school is largely a middle class
public school with

11-.62a/o

receiving free lunch, 5.29% receiving reduced

lunch, totaling 16.55% free and reduced.
PqrticipAnls.

Participants include four mothers of students ranging in grades from
kindergarten through second grade. The mothers each have one child in a
program for students with Emotional and/or Behavioral Disorders.
Minnesota rule chapter 3525.1329 states:
"Emotional or Behavioral Disorders means an established pattern of one or
more of the following emotional or behavioral responses:

A. withdrawal or anxiety, depression, problems with mood, or feelings

or

self-worth;

B.

disordered thought process with unusual behavior patterns and

atypical communication stylesi or
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C.

aggression, hyperactivity, or impulsivity.
Each student in the program has a federal setting of I,

II, or III

on

their Individual Education Plan (IEP). A student with a federal setting I on
their IEP indicates that they spend, out of 1800 minutes per week, Iess than
21 % of the school day outside of the general education classroom (i.e. in a
resource room). A federal setting

II indicates the stud.ent receives special

education and related services in a resource room outside the general
education classroom for at least 2L% but no more than 60% of the school day.

A federal setting III indicates the student receives special education services

in a separate classroom outside the general education classroom for more
than

60a/o

of the school day.

The four families that chose to participate were the Robinsons, the

Millers, the Petersons, and the Gibsons*.
The Robinsons

The Robinson family consists of mom, and son, Cory. Cory is a six-

yearold boy in half-day kindergarten. Cory's mom, Linda, is a supportive,
friendly, and outgoing person. She shared she is only a few credits short of
receiving her diplomai a memory that still bothers her to this day.
Cory has a label of Other Health Disability (OHD) and is considered to have a

*Robinson,

Miller, Peterson and Gibson are pseudonyms given to families to ensure privacy.

-1 '1
/,)

federal setting

II

on his

IEP. His mother referred Cory to an early

intervention team, at 26 months due to her concerns regarding his speech
and language. Following the requested evaluation Cory began receiving
speech services

within his home. At age four, Cory began Early Childhood

Special Education services outside his home in pre-school. Cory's mother is

not married and Cory does not know his father. Linda describes him as a

highty energetic, active child who can be very social and loves looking at
books and playing on the computer. She noted that Cory has had a history of

very challenging behaviors as he struggles with staying with activities, tends
to be impulsive, and can become aggressive
going places she shared that Cory

if things do not go his way" When

will frequently attempt to take off and

she

noted that in general he needs constant supervision to ensure his safety.
Cory is also behind his peers in reading, math, and communication/speech.
He was diagnosed ADHD in the fall of 2005 and is currently taking
medication.
The

Millers
The Millers are the parents of eight-year-old Ty1er who has a label of

Emotional/Behavioral Disorder in a federal setting

III program. The Miller

household includes, Tyler's mother and father, his older half sister (from a

previous marriage) and younger twin brother and sister. Mrs. Miller enjoyed
school herself. She graduated from high school and went on to comm.unity
college for secretarial

skills. Mrs. Miller

expresses significant concerns
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regarding Tyler's tendency to be very challengrng in his behavior and
demanding of adult attention. At school she describes his struggles with peer

relationships as he has difficulty sharing and taking turns and would prefer
to be the center of attention and in control. Tyler also has a diagnosis of

ADHD and is taking medication for

it.

She also shared that when Tyler is

disciplined he will engage in very violent verbal statements and melt-downs
i.e. "I wish

I had a gun" and "I want to punch you" or he wiII have an intense

temper tantrum where he will throw himself to the ground and scream.

Tller currently sees a therapist to help him control his anger and to deal with
family relationships. Tyler has been manually restrained. at school on several
occasions for being a threat to himself or others.

Mrs. Miller did e:rpress that Tyler is very smart. He has shared with
her that he would like to be an architect when he grows up. Tlrler also likes
to read before he goes to bed. He enjoys hockey books and magazines such as

Highlights for kids.
The Petersons

The third family interviewed was the Petersons. Joan and Mark have
been married for 37 years. They were hig'h school sweethearts and married

right after high school. Both have high school diplomas and have done some
classes post high school but did not get a college degree. Thinking they could

not have children due to medical reasons, they decided to adopt when they
were 19 years

old.

Soon after starting the adoption process, they found out
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they were pregnant. Joan and Mark had six healthy biological children and
have adopted 11more children (three sibling groups) with special needs
(most of them having invetro-exposure to drugs and alcohoD from Minnesota

Waiting Chitdren. The one child that is on my caseload is diagnosed Fetal
Alcohol Syndrome (pAS). Jesse, the child in my class, was born to a mother
who had admitted to using alcohol and cocaine during her pregnancy. She is

reported to have a low IQ and has been on the streets since age 16. She has
no

birth parents or siblings to support her.

Jesse's biological family can be

traced hack three generations in Ramsey County's foster care system. Jesse
has no functional blood relatives that are involved in his

life. His biological

aunt has seven children, all in foster care. Jesse is seven years old and is

currently on fi.ve medications that can only help control, not repair the
damage

that is done to his brain. Some of the behaviors the medication helps

to control include: attention, impulsivity, mood and sleep. This cocktail of
medications is looked at and sometimes changed approximately twice a year.
The medications can become ineffective and need to be re'evaluated

regularly.
Jesse is a very loving and kind boy. He is eager to please adults and is

very empathetic and giving with his peers. Jesse has a very strong bond with

his family. Mrs. Peterson attributes this to all the attention and physical
touch he received as a baby. Mrs. Peterson reported that they held him all
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the time after hirth because the doctors at the hospital did not expect him to
live.
The Easton Familv

The fourth family interviewed was the Easton's. Ms. Easton is a single

parent with two boys in elementary school. She divorced from their father
after three years of marriage. He died from a heart condition when the boys
were ages one and three. The son on my caseload is the younger brother,

John. John is nine years old and was recently placed in a residential facility
due to extreme outbursts of physical aggression at school towards staff and

students and also at home with family members. John was refusing to do the
smallest of requests and would act out physicaity if denied his own way.
John works best when in a small group or one to one environment. His
strengths are in math and doing activities that involve movement and

working with his hands. He was on three medications to control his mood
swings, attention and physical aggression. Ms. Easton speaks of her

education, remembering having some similar learning problems (not
behavioral) as John and being in a separate class for much of her high school

education. She remembers being horribly embarrassed about this, but was

still able to complete her high

school education. Ms. Easton went on to

community college for two years and became a dental assistant. She worked
as a dental assistant for 10 years. She currently is unemployed due to family

concerns and needing to be availahle for her son John who is struggling.
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Data C-ollqction

I conducted in-depth interviews to collect data in this study. The
interviews took place in each of the family's homes and lasted approximately
two to three hours. The seven families on the caseload were given a consent
form with an introduction and background information of what the study
consisted of and an explanation of what would be asked of them.

Confidentiality was explained along with potential risks and benefrts.
F

amilies who agreed to participate signed a consent form. One home visit

was conducted with each family, with one exception being a family that was

interviewed on two separate occasiorls. An audiotape was used at each
interview to ensure accuracy with quotes. With each family, the mother was
the one who participated in the actual interview. Rapport was natural to
establish due to the fact that these families were on my caseload. As a hoth a
case manager and special education teacher conversations and interactions

occur daily with the families who participated.

Four interviews were conducted within one month's time. Each

participant gave permission to be audiotaped during the interviews. Some of
the guiding questions during the interviews werel
Table 3.1. Guiding Questions:

How would you describe your educational experience?
Did you pursue education past high school?
What do you remember about your parent's involvement in your
education?
Were you in after school activities?
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Tab1e 3.1 Guiding Questions continued:

What are the educational goals for yom child?
What does parent involvement mean to you?
What do you think are some of the barriers to being involved?

How involved do you think parents should be in their child's education?
How do you view education?
What do you do to shodmodel that education is important?

Who are the educators in your child's life?
What would you like to see different about your child's education?

What are your concerns for him?

The responses to these questions were then examined and analyzed to find
themes.

Data Analysis
Geoffrey E. Mills (ZOOg) states: "Data analysis is an attempt by the
teacher researcher to summarize the data that have been collected in a
dependable, accurate, reliable, and correct manner.

It is the presentation of

the findings of the study in a manner that has an air of undeniability"
(p. 10a).
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After conducting the in-depth interviews I transcribed the audiotapes
as

I began data analysis.
Data refer to the rough materials researchers collect from the

world they are studying; they are the particulars that form the
basis of analysis. Data include materials the people doing the

study actively record such as interview transcripts, and

participant observation fieldnotes" (Bogdan, 1982, p. 73).
tr'rom the fieldnotes

I coded or categorized the primary themes in the

data to determine commonalities. Fieldnotes are the researcher's "best
effort to objectively record the details of what has occurred in the field"
(Bogdan, 1982, p. 84). From this process, coded thernes emerged.

It is important to allow the themes to emerge from the data, rather
than force them. This is the basis for grounded theory.
From the very moment a research project has begun, a grounded
theory is systematically and inductively arrived at through
covariant ongoing collection and analysis of data. It is a fresh

start, open to the emergent. One does not begin with
preconceived ideas or extant theory and then force them on data

for the purpose of verifying them or rearranging them into a
corrected grounded theory...the grotrnded theory stands on its

own (Glaser, 1992, p.15).
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The means of theory generation is ca1led grounded theory
because the themes are grounded

in the data that were collected.

"Theory based on data can usually not he completely refuted by more

data or replaced by another theory. Once it is too intimately linked to
data,

it is destined to last despite its inevitable modification and

reformulation" (Glaser, L967, p.4). Grounded theory, therefore,
generates theory

it

does not verify

it.

My goal through interviewing four different parents of elementary age
students labeled in an E/BD program was to explore parent's perspectives on

their child's education. The data was collected to gain insight and
information in the hope of developing and achieving a neighbor-like
environment, where educators and parents can speak openly and honestly,

thus increasing parental involvement, and ultimately, student success.
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Chapter IV
Findings
Four interviews were conducted with mothers who have a student in
an E/BD program to discover their perceptions of parent involvement in order
to better determine ways the home and school relationship can be

strengthened. Each interview was approximately two to three hours.
Thirteen open-ended questions were asked as a basis for discussion of four
mothers regarding parent involvement. IrIot all questions were asked of all
the participants. Different questions emerged from conversations with

different families. In the analysis of the data, four themes emerged from the

interviews. Themes emerging from the data were: every parent had
educational goals for their child, every parent thought education was

important and modeling this belief was important, everyone had a different
definition of parent involvement, and each parent noted barriers to parent
involvement.

"To be able to strive and finish

))

The l,{eed for Educational Goals

One of the themes that emerged during the interviews was

"educational goals". Each family had a goal for their child. How the goal
was translated was different from family to family. T\vo families wanted

their child to graduate, while another wanted their child to feel good about
what he was learning, to feel successful in his own eyes-
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Mrs. Miller looked ahead concerned about wanting her child to
graduate and stated, "To be able to strive and finish school. To graduate. To

definitely graduate. Right now he's talking he wants to be an architect."
Linda, who did not finish high school, adamantly shared from her own
experience

l

My goals are after high school you have to go somewhere and
either get trained or a degree. There's no question about that.
Other than that

I don't know right

now because

I don't know

right now...it's what you're going to accomplish and finish. But
you just don't quit high school. What are you going to do?
Because you're not going to live here or with me

Make

it really hard right

until you're
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now because that is what it's [life] tite.

Take the easy way out don't take the hard way

out. Be smart...

But hopefully he'II find a passion or something he'll love.

It

don't matter what, as long as you're learning something. I don't
care if you cut hair, you're learning something. A plumber, who

knows? Just somethirg, a computer specialist? We'Il see how

it

goes,..

Ms. Easton's son is currently transitioning from a setting

III

E/BD

program to a residential treatment facility and shared with anticipation
about the more in-depth services he would be getting. Her ed.ucational goals
were more short'term, but very important nonetheless:

aa

JJ

I think that everything [interventions] we're doing here now is
to the highest extreme level you can go to trying to help him in

his education right now. And hopefully that can only get better

with what he is doing through this new place [residentia]
treatment]. This new place has me really excited. They are
really going to work on his academics and that is really
important to me at this time.
She gave pause a moment and also thought to the future, hoping that
he would also go to college someday. She solemnly replied thinking of

his upcoming transition that, "I'd like to see him in the future go on to
col}ege."

Joan had a little different perspective due to the nature of her child's

disability (Fetal Alcohol Syndrome). However, she still held education as a
value. She shared:
As far as education goes, my main goal for hirn is that he is

happy in his educational setting. I would want him to feel
successful. Feeling successful would translate to that he would
feel good about the knowledge he is learning. That he continues
to move forward and the sense that he has accomplished

something. It would truly be that Indiyidual Education Plan
based on him. The primary goal in being successful, and

I think

this is true for all kids, is that if they are happy in their
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educational setting they are much more likely to be able to

learn, to gain as much as they can.
AII the participants felt that their child was going to attain a goal and

that it was important to achieve this goal. Each participant had
differing goals based on their child's needs, their family circumstances,
and experiences but all had academic goals aimed at their child's

future achievement.

"It's power. I should have gone back to school": /mporfance of educa#on and
modeline its importance
The second theme that emerged in the study was that education was

important to all four families.
Mrs. Miller pondered when thinking about what she wants for her sonl
That's a hard one. That they get taught and understand what
they're heing taught. You know like that new law that no child
is left behind, but a lot of them don't get reading education or it's
not caught in time, And that is very important to me...that
one of my kids has a reading disabitity or something...Iike

if

with

me, I hated reading in front of people because I was not a good

reader. So if it is caught early enough, they will have the
confidence to do that.
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Mrs. Miller also went on to talk about what she does to model the
importance of education by supporting the school in the decisions and
expectations

it sets forth:

Following the rules that the school has and backing the school

it is appropriate

if

and just telling them that if they have

homework it is the first thing that needs to be done as soon as
they come home, before anything else.
Though Mrs. Miller was frustrated in her own reading/education
experience, she had. clear ideas of what her child needed.

Ms. Easton emphasized her views on education by stating:

It is very important, extremely.

You have to have an education.

I mean you have to go onto college now a days. Maybe back in
my day you didn't have to go to college but now a days it's
mandatory.
Joan in her years of experience as a mother of many children with many

different needs reflected hoth on her own learning and on the learning
process of her children:

Education is a life long experience. I think everyone learns at

different paces and in different ways. It is ongoing. I try to tell
my kids this: 'Even though I had a high school education
doesn't mean that

I don't take classes at the local

doesn't mean that

I don't

need other

it

colleges,

it

training. I have to have 50
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hours a year of continued education to be a foster parent. There

isn't an end to ed.ucation. It's a process.
Joan continued. talking about how she models the belief that education
is important:

I take

classes

but I also try to teII my children that there are a

lot of jobs out there for everybody and that most of us need to be
educated to do that

job. Even if you start somewhere it doesn't

mean your education process is done. Meaning, most of us don't

settle into something and don't learn beyond

that. I just try

to

teII them that, especially as your kids grow and they end up in
jobs they don't

like.

Sometimes

it comes after those educational

experiences and all that college tuition.

Linda thought that not only is education equivalent to having power, she also

felt that keeping and saving the work that her son has done models to him
the importance of education. Linda stated, "It's [education] power.

I should

have gone back to school." She went on to explain that treasuring his work
and being home after school helps her demonstrate to her son that what he is
doing at school is important:

I save every single paper he has. We read hooks. I meet him at
the door every afternoon in my pajamas...yep I wave to everyone
on the bus, 'I'm

still in my pajamas!' I ask him what he's done

everyd.ay. He loves to be read to.

JI

Each parent was clear about the value of education and how important

it was for their children even when they themselves may not have been
successful in school.

"It is iust a must. a necessitv":

The Importance of Parent Involvement

Parent Involvement meant many different things to each family. From

volunteering at school, to knowing how your child is doing, to being the one to
get them off to school and be home when they return, to supporting the
teacher, each parent perceives involvement differently-

Mrs. Miller defined it as, "Being involved with the school and being
able to help with making decisions

I

guess. And to be there for him." When

pressed further about what she meant by "being involved with the school" she

continued:

Like how we talk. Communicating and even being involved with
activities at school. Like the Carnivals-stuff we can both do- A
Iot of times I don't like him doing after school activities because

if there is a problem there is no one there to control him. If I
had more free time I would go there to watch him.

Linda commented that getting to know staff through volunteering and staff
getting to know her has been helpful to her and lets her son know that she
caresl
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I guess I have

to be involved.

It is just a must a necessity. You

have to know what your child is doing, what he's up to and how
he is. Cause you can teII I'm doing

You guys get to know me a little

it when I volunteer and stuff.

bit. You're just a human being,

you do make mistakes, we aII mess up. You look back and you
say you did the best you could. You get to knornr me and say
she's

just human too. It's good because I get to know you guys

which benefits him and I find out different things that are

available. It also lets him know that I care.
Ms. Easton interpreted parent involvement as something that is done more

at home with routine and being consistent than interaction with the school.
She explained:

I think it is important for someone to get them off to school (or
some

kind of parent fi.gure) and have some parent be home when

they get home. I think especially for John he looks forward to
coming home and seeing me at the end of the day. I think

it is

really important especially for a kid with special needs that
doesn't do well with change. They need constant supervision.
Joan had yet another perspective:

Parent involvement is really just trying to have that open
communication with the child's teacher. I think one of the

things I try to do, and it's because I sincerely mean it, is how can
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I try to support the teacher in helping my child. Especially with
children with special needs or any child with particular
problems with school that might be a difficulty for

think the teacher needs your support as much

them-I

as you need

their

help. I have found that if that is communicated that they might
not have the answers but, you can be a resource to

them-I frnd

that most teachers are very open to that. If you say to them,
"How can I help you?" To have that ongoing involvement-you
know attend their conferences, talk to the teachers.
As illustrated from the above quotes, each parent interprets parent
involvement differently. Yet each maintains that

it is an important

piece to

their child's education. Joan continues in explaining the need to balance
involvement and not crossing the houndaries with teachers when she states:
You know I think that falls back to the previous question. You
need to take your cue from what the teacher is asking and what

your child needs. I think sometimes you can be their greatest
advocate but you also need to realize when you're crossing that

line for the teacher. There are all different kinds of teachers
and all different kinds of personalities and I think you just have
to be aware of that.
These parents all articulated a strong awareness to being involved

in

their child's education. They all agreed that their involvement was a
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necessity, however, each translated into action in different ways based
on their past experiences, or current situations.

"It is difficult

manase four kids": Barriers

beins involved

Another theme that emerged from the interviews was barriers to
parent involvement. Tlso of the families felt like they were dealing

with tremendous barriers while the other two did not really feel like
there was a lot in the way of their being involved with their child's
education.

Mrs. Miller lamented:

It is difficult to manage four kids. Like if there is a field trip I
won't go because I'm not going to bring the hvo young ones with.

It is really hard to volunteer. If I

do,

I would have to do it

during their pre-school time.
Ms. Easton has a unique barrier that she shared:
F

amily lextended] seems to be a big barrier. They are too

involved I

think.

They plan too far ahead. There is a reason why

there is AA and one day at a time, there's a reason because

that's the way it works. You don't worry about the future yet
when you're not even being discharged from the hospital. Let's

just wait. Let's just everyone settle down and just wait. I don't
plan on hurting my kid. You know what I mean. I plan on doing
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the best that I can at this point in time so people just need to

chill out. I think family is trying to make a lot of decisions.
There is a huge communication problem between my sister, her

partner and I and I'm just tired of

it.

My sister sticks her nose

too far in and its creating a lot of animosity. She gets too

involved and starts to assume things that are not true. I want
to scream. And it's not good for my mental stability to

go

through anymore than I already have to. I'm doing the best that
f've ever done in my entire life so people can you give me a hreak
here?

Mrs. Miller and Ms. Easton appeared to feel that the barriers for them
were family related and not having to do with what the school has
done or neglected to do for

them. The barriers they mentioned also

had a direct relationship to what their definition of parent involvement
looked

like. For example, Mrs. Miller

feels that being involved means

going on field trips or helping with the school carnival. Having four

kids prevents her from doing these thingsi therefore, she feels that

family life and all the commitments related to that prevents school
involvement at the level she'd like.
Joan and Linda felt that there weren't any real barriers to them
being involved, however, Joan elaborated on her feelings of not being
able to pinpoi.nt any one

barrier.

She states:
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I don't know if I've encountered

a whole lot of

barriers. I think

perceiving that the teacher doesn't care can be a harrier. But
you have to realize that the teacher has more than just your

student. You need to be aware of that particular teacher's

situation. If you feel that they aren't working with you, than
that becomes a barrier. I think the teacher picks up on that and
you feel like you have to go above the teacher's head. Sometimes

things can't be worked out like either party wants them to be...it

isn't that you're settling, you just have to do what works out the
best at that

time. It's not that you both don't keep working.

Joan tries to find a balance hy empathizing with all that educators need to

take into account when she says:
Sometimes I think that being aware of what an IEP is, is

powerful but in the next breath

it

makes you feel like you're

entitled to everything. Do you know what I mean? I always try
to remember there is a whole classroom of other students and

other parents who care just as much ahout their child.
SummarJa of Findings

The data shown indicates that although there were four common
themes that emerged from the interviews: educational goals, the

importance of education and modeling it's importance, the definition of

parent involvement, and harriers to parent involvement, each
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participant explained how these four themes played out in their
particular family. There is no doubt or disagreement that all families
view education as important and having future goals for their children
was important. However, each family interpreted differently how this
Iooks in their family and how these goals should be achieved. The

families were aware of daily constraints that they had to deal with to
make their family life as successful as possible.
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Chapter V
Discussion and Recommendations
After conducting this research, I have found that we all desire the
same goal for our children: We aII want them to be successful in school and

ultimately in life. We all share the same belief that some sort of education is
foundational to this success. The dilemma lies in the fact that when

translated into action, parent involvement looks different from family to
family and from school to family.

In a comprehensive review of research and policy related
to school-family-community partnerships, Epstein (rgg0)
pointed out that the question has shifted from 'Are families

important for student success in school?'to

'If

families are

important for children's development and school success, How
can schools help all families conduct the activities that

will

benefi.t their children?' (Nakagwa, 2000, p. aa6).
As the quote suggests, most of

r.r.s

agree that parental involvement is

important and we also all agree that we want our children to succeed in their
academic and social

life. The question now is what

can we do to achieve this

common viewpoint?

Sara Lawrence Lightfoot (Z0OS) captures it best when she states:

I

do not helieve that there is a single recipe or a set of discrete

rules for constructing successful parent-teacher dialogues
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[relationshipsl-one size does not fit

all-I do believe that there

are lessons here that delineate sound principles and good

practicesi that are applicable to a variety of settings and

situations (p. 20).
Her statement implies, everyone and every family is different and there is
not a prescrihed formula for successful relationship building between the
school and home. However, there are some rrery key points and

recommendations that came from doing the interviews and research on

building bridges between the school and home and on encouraging parent

involvement. The research and interviews has lead me to ask what can I
do as a teacher to help parents feel like they are
fence

with

truly "chatting over the

a neighboy'' when we speak to each other? How can

that safe comfort level

so

I get to

that we are truly speaking openly and honestly

about how to help their child's education process?
Recommendation One : Improve -Qqrurmunication

Build safe healthy relationships through communication. "In order to

initiate communication, hoth parents and teachers must hold a healthy
respect for each other. This should include a respect for cultural differences
as well as the home environment of

their students. Assumptions should not

be made by any party involved in the home-school partnership" (DeCastro-

Ambrosetti, 2005, p. aa). This may seem like an easy or obvious thing to do,
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however, suspending one's judgments is very diffrcult and takes a conscious

effort.

In the program in which I teach, we use journals as a way of
communicating daily with parents. This method could be easily implemented

into other programs or settings as well. Ms. Easton commented, "I love the

journal-that

was the ultimate for me. I loved it.

It was great

communication for me..." I believe the frequency of contact with parents is
also a vital piece to communication. One parent defined parental

involvement as, "Iike how we

talk. Communicating

and even being involved

with activities at school." The journal method allows frequency and
informality in communicating. Frequent phone calls home with the other
parent (for both positive and negative issues) was a different method that
helped these two parents feel involved.
Rgco.-mmendation Tfuo: -Clarify Definition and Expectations of Parental

Involvement
Having conversations and expectations laid out by the school and
parents on what parental i,nvolvement looks like to your specific school or
classroom is key. As evidenced from the interviews, each family had a

different perspective on what parent involvement means to them. One
parent said it meant communicating and doing after school activities"
Another said it is knowing what your child is doing and getting to know the
teacher. Another mom commented that it was getting them off to school and
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being there when they get home. Yet another parent suggested

it meant

having open communication with the teacher. Having a clear or open
conversation on what each party expects can help foster more involvement

and a better relationship between the home and school.
Re.commendation Three: Pr-ofessionals l{eed to be Morc Awar22_of the

Demands of Dailv Life.

Let the parents know they are doing a good job. Elizabeth Morgan, a
teacher interviewed in "The Essential Conversation",

states,

"As a teacher,

I want to convey to parents some confidence in their parenting...I want to
help them learn how to advocate for their children" (Lawrence-Lightfoot,
2003, p.66). Linda commented from the interviews that she felt overwhelmed

with the demands from the school and expectations society has on parents
when she stated, "We're supposed to constantly help, help, help. And then
when you don't you feel guilty!" Linda makes a good point in that educators
sometimes feel like

it is our right to demand from parents

and children

because so much is demanded of teachers from our superiors and state

Iegislation" Another teacher comments,
parents and teachers are the pawns of a cultural shift that has
made life impossibly stressful for everyone...Today there is so

much more pressure on kids, so much more expected
academically, and there is no chance for family time.

It

is work,

4B

work, work, from the time they are very young (LawerenceLightfoot, 2003, p. 32).
Schools need to recognize that parents have full-time jobs and other

children to care for as well. Perhaps encouragement, communication and
more awareness of the complexities of family life would foster the "neighbor

chatting over the fence" relationship.
Recommendatiofi Four: Involve

4ll

of the Parent|

In the four families that were interviewed, two of the four were
married. In hoth of those families with husbands, neither father chose to
participate in the study. Furthermore, the spouses did not mention their
husbands as a part of the educational involvement at home.

I

suspect, the

data gathered would have been different had they been involved in the

interviews. Perhaps educators tend to default towards communicating with
the mother only because it is easier and more comfortable. Moreover,
perhaps we as a society under-estimate the importance of the father in a
household and perceive the mother knows more regarding family

tife. If

there is a two-parent household, hoth parents if possible, need to be involved
so

that all who are involved in the child's life has a voice in the educational

process.

I have come to the conclusion that education and so much of life is
really about relationships. It is difficult to tell everyone everyrvhere how to

build a good relationship between school and home. Everyone is so different
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and relates differently. We a1l perceive situations differently and receive

information differently. We must continue to strive for meeting that

individual family at the fence and creating safe ways to having meaningful
conversations to foster home and school relationships for the good of the

student.

Future Auestions:
As in all qualitative research, studies often raise questions that beg future

research. tr'uture research should explore the following:

1.

Are we ad.ding too much pressure to families? In fact are we doing the

same to teachers? What kind of effect does that have on a child? What kind

of effect does the pressure put on teachers to perform and in turn, what

pressure does the teacher put on the parents for them to perform. What kind
of cycle is this pressure perpetuating?
2. Do parents

truly understand the implications of what it means to have

a

child in a federal setting I'III cluster program and how different their child's
education looks as opposed to the rest of the mainstream?

3. There seemed to have

been some dissonance between what parents said

they valued and what their actual behaviors reflect. How can we get to the

point of aligning our common beliefs that education is important with our
actions?
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The area of parent involvement is crucial and we must continue to

listen, build alliances where we do in fact, talk to each other over the fence iu
not only formal, but informal ways.
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Chapter VI
Self Reflection
I have found, in my own life, that the only thing that has lasting
significance in this life is people and relationships. This is what motivated
me to get into teaching. I wanted to do something with my life that would

have meaning.

I wanted to do something that could

change the world. More

specifically this is why I went into Special Education. I wanted to be in
place where

a

I could promote and empower others to be peaceful and kind

each other, a place where

to

I could promote the importance of education. I

learned quickly that when I signed up to work with E/BD students, I also
signed up to work closely with their families.
Some days are great and som.e days are extremely diffrcult. On the

days when

I have been spit on, kicked, desks thrown at me, having to

restrain a student

so

that he'Il keep his clothes on, or having to "escort"

children out of mainstream rooms due to physical or verbal aggressioni I ask
myself, "Wltat makes some of these children behave his way?" My thoughts
always travel to the same place, and I ask these questions: I wonder what
goes on at home? What is

their day like when they leave school? Does

throwing a tantrum get them what they want? Did they learn to behave this
way to survive at home? Are there boundaries or consequences at home? Is

this a biological disability or a learned behavior? How can I help this stud.ent
and their family?

s2

As I began to think about what my passion is as a teacher, I knew

instantly it was the family. I know how much my fanaily has influenced me
for the good and the bad and I know families are the main support and
teacher in a young child's

life. It wasn't difficult for me to discover that this

is what I wanted my thesis paper to be about: educators and parents coming

together so that their child can be successful. What was difficult for me was

that I wanted to point a finger at someone. To hold someone accountable for
why a child was acting a certain way. I wanted someone to take
responsibility for the hostility and anger I see in so many kids on my
caseload. I wanted someone to apologize and say they weren't going to use
drugs or alcohol ever again while pregnant. I was interested in someone

telling me the answers I wanted to hear, not the perspective.
However, as I began interviewing the families and going to their
homes my heart began to soften.

I heard stories from their lives and past

(stories that some asked not to be in the interview) that helped me gain a

different perspective. I began to realize that each one of us has a prequel in

this life, a story before the story. We all have a past that can sometimes
haunting and that sometimes can shape the future of your life.

A11

be

of the

parents I interviewed just wanted their child to be happy and successful in

life. I realized that many of these parents

had a wealth of wisdom and good

points that really opened my eyes.
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My goal went from judging and wanting to change people to wanting to
develop an organic relationship. I want to develop a relationship where

I

come along side of families to empower and understand them. My end goal

has not changed, wanting what is best for the student: a healthy, safe,

environment so that they can get along in this life and have success in jobs
and relationships now and in the future. However, my process and approach
has changed. A few images and quotes from the book, " The Essential

Conversation" written by Sara Lawrence-Lightfoot helps summaruze who I

want to become as a teacherl

"It was Sophie Wilder, a fifth-and sixth-grade teacher in an alternative
public school, who suggested the wonderfuI, old-fashioned picture of parents
and teachers coming together like "neighbors chatting over the back fence" as
a way of conveying the mutuality of their concern for the

chitd. The

conversation between good neighbors honors the fence that separates their

families, but it also marks their collective responsihility for all of the
neighborhood children, their need to look out for each other's well being. It is
a conversation

that is easy and natural and that anticipates living side-by'

side for years to come...neighbors chatting over the fence expresses a loose

kind of love, and walking in the other's shoes... offers an alternative
conception of parent-teacher encou.nters...the terrain is difficult because the
sign posts are not always clear and because productive encounters require

the balancing and embracing of stark contradictions. In seeking meaningful
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alliances, parents and teachers must huild bridges and mark boundariesi

they must reach out and resistl they must find points of mutual identification
and hold fast to their different perspectives" (pS*. 245-24d.

Teaching is a great challenge and balancing act.

It is a lot of hard

work and is very humhling, however, it comes with great reward. I see my
role in teaching as community building.

I am empowering students

and

families and ultimately helping students to become productive citizens and
promoters of peace that wiII take what they have learned and pass it on to

their children.

I have gained

a lot of insight from the parents who shared

their

perspectives and stories with me. I have also learned a lot from the

Iiterature review and look forward to making some changes in my teaching
philosophy and in the ongoing relationship huilding with families. I hope to
be able to encourage the "neighbors chatting over the back fence" atmosphere

in my relationships with the families I work with.
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